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Mindfulness Training
PRODUCTIVE, ENERGIZING & EMPOWERING

customized personal
d e v e lo pm e n t p r o g r a m s

Stephen Schettini
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Eight years as a Buddhist monk in Asia & Europe
Forty years teaching mindfulness worldwide

“…a huge difference in the
way people perceive me…

“…turned years of management
courses into a reality…

“…got past the everyday clutter to
focus on rebalancing my life…

I’ve found that the mindfulness techniques I learned in
Stephen’s workshops have had the greatest impact on
everyday life. I’m much calmer now than I was before. It
has definitely made a huge difference in the way I relate to
people, and in the way people perceive me.”

This is the best investment of time I’ve ever made.
Stephen helped me to turn the things I learned
from years of management courses into a reality.
I’ve finally attained self-control during different,
difficult situations and feel more at peace.”

Prior to starting Stephen’s Quiet Mind Workshop I knew my
work-life balance wasn’t right but I couldn’t put my finger on
what needed changing. Through the workshop I got past the
everyday clutter to focus on rebalancing my life, resulting in
a positive impact at home and at work.”

—Deborah Must
Healthcare Company President

—Diane Du Cap
Retail Executive

—Arthur Baylis
Tech Executive

Those trained in mindfulness learn to step back and
regard each experience from a clear, unbiased point
of view. The key ingredient is presence of mind.

SELF-REGULATION

RESILIENCE

FACT: People who regularly practice mindfulness
are better at self-regulation, resisting distraction
and thinking more clearly than others.

FACT: People who regularly practice mindfulness
have greater resilience, as well as mastery over
their emotions and memory.

WHY: They show more activity in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). The ACC is involved in learning from experience and optimal decision-making. An active ACC is crucial when dealing with
constantly changing conditions.
The ACC lies deep in the forehead, behind the
frontal lobe. It is associated with self-regulation—
the ability to purposefully direct attention and
behavior, to suppress inappropriate knee-jerk
responses and to adapt to changing conditions.

WHY: Mindfulness increases gray matter in the
hippocampus, protecting meditators from the
harmful effects of stress. The hippocampus, just
inside the temple, is associated with emotion and
memory. In particular, it carries receptors for the
stress hormone cortisol: too much leads to the
harmful spiral of chronic stress.

s o u r c e s : ta n g e t a l .

source: hölzel et al.

Mindfulness should no longer be considered a
‘nice-to-have’ for executives. It’s a ‘must-have.’
— harvard

business review

PROVEN BENEFITS

“Productivity rests on focused human attention.”
Professor Jeremy Hunter

[peter f .

drucker school of management ]

MINDF UL REFLECTION
• reduces stress
• improves focus & performance
• improves communication skills
• reenergizes the body
• improves work-life balance
• helps you declutter
• is contagious: those in an organization
who don’t meditate benefit from the
presence of those who do

76% FEWER SICK DAYS
A study at the University of
Wisconsin demonstrated that
mindfulness practitioners
missed 76% fewer days of
work than non-practitioners.

“Mindfulness should no longer be considered a
‘nice-to-have’ for executives. It’s a ‘must-have.’”
h a r va r d b u s i n e s s r e v i e w

93% of business leaders
trained in mindfulness said
it helped create space for
INNOVATION. Nearly 70%
say it helped them THINK
STRATEGICALLY.

PROGRAMS

GROUP MINDFULNESS TRAINING

INDIVIDUAL MINDFULNESS TRAINING

1. What is Mindfulfulness?

1. Personal Guided Meditation (PGM)

Participants in this one-hour introduction will find
out what mindfulness is and how it works at work
and at home. They will learn about all the tools
needed to establish a daily mindfulness practice.

Daily 10-minute meditations tailor-made for you,

Duration: 90- minutes

including weekly one-on-one meetings and
unlimited email support.
Cost: $140 per session
2. Mindfulness for Business Leaders

2. Letting Go of Reactivity
In this extended workshop participants learn to
embrace change as a growth opportunity, to face
conflict without making it worse and to maintain
the boundaries needed for work-life balance.
Duration: Eight weekly 60-minute sessions.
3. Conflict Resolution (online/live)
Co-workers meet in a series of weekly online
60-minute sessions and learn to mindfully
listen, discuss and resolve together issues of
ineffective communication, non-cooperation and
divisivenness.
Duration: To be discussed

Learn how mindfulness can enhance your natural
leadership and communication skills, giving you
more time and greater clarity for better decision
making.

ONGOING SUPPORT
Mindful Reflection is a life skill requiring regular
maintenance and development. We offer refresher
courses and long-term strategies.
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